
 

100% Original Factory Suspended Ceiling Framing T Grid -
China wholesale Long-life Bending 900 Mm Roll Form Machine

Equipment Metal Coil Hydraulic Decoiler - Haixing Industrial

All we do is always involved with our tenet " Consumer initial, Trust first, devoting within the food
stuff packaging and environmental defense for China wholesale Long-life Bending 900 Mm Roll Form
Machine Equipment Metal Coil Hydraulic Decoiler, In buy to expand our international market, we
mainly source our oversea customers Top top quality performance goods and services.
All we do is always involved with our tenet " Consumer initial, Trust first, devoting within the food
stuff packaging and environmental defense for 900 Mm Roll Forming Machine, Bending Form
Equipment, Metal Coil Hydraulic Decoiler, We believe with our consistently excellent service you can
get the best performance and cost least goods from us for a long term . We commit to offer better
services and create more value to all our customers. Hope we can create a better future together.
Decoiler is an auxiliary device for the roll forming machine. There are several types such as manual
decoiler, electric decoiler and hydraulic decoiler.

Hydraulic Decoiler technical parameters
1 Coil inner diameter  450mm-650mm
2 Maximum width of coiling  1250mm
3 Maximum weight of loading  10 tons
4 Hydraulic power  5.5kW
5 Motor power  4kW
6 Working speed  0-15m/minute
7 Oil pump inner diameter  120mm
8 Working press  10MPa
9 Voltage  380V/50Hz, 3 phase

10 Dimensions  3.0*1.8*1.9m
Features:

1. Types available: hydraulic decoiler.

2. Adapts hydraulic expand/loosen and hydraulic driving system.

3. Easy to operate.

4. Suitable for pre-painted coil, cold-rolled coil and galvanized coil.
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Our company insists on the service aim: quality first, credit first, we believe that quality is the
lifeblood of entering rise, we will supply satisfied products and after-sale service for every client.

Product link：https://www.toprollformingmachine.com/?p=108123
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